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1. What is the currency of South Korea?
   (1) Yuan  (2) Won  (3) Yen
   (4) Dong  (5) Riel

2. What is the current rate (w.e.f. 18/12/2010) of SLR as fixed by RBI?
   (1) 8%  (2) 24%  (3) 7%
   (4) 9%  (5) 4.75%

3. As per the pre budgdet economic Survey, what is the expected GDP growth rate of country in 2012-13?
   (1) 8.6%  (2) 7.6%  (3) 6.9%
   (4) 6.7%  (5) 8%

4. Which of the following terms is associated with the game of Cricket?
   (1) Relay (2) Fore hand (3) Free throw
   (4) Leg Bye (5) Dribble

5. Which among the following books and authors are wrongly matched?
   (1) The God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy
   (2) Midnight's Children by Salman Rushdie
   (3) Interpreter of Maladies by Jhumpa Lahiri
   (4) The White Tiger by Chethan Bhaghat
   (5) A Suitable Boy by Vikram Seth

6. Polish professional player, Agnieszka Radwanska is associated with which sport?
   (1) Cricket (2) Table tennis (3) Tennis
   (4) Foot Ball (5) Volley Ball.

7. Which among the following awards is given by Government of India?
   (1) Kalidas Samman (2) Saraswathi Samman
   (3) Mahathma Gandhi Award (4) Jnanapeeth
   (5) Ramon Megasasy Award

8. Which award is given by Government of Madhya Pradesh?
   (1) Kabir (2) Kalidas (3) Tanse
   (4) All of these (5) None of these
9. Through which inexpensive forum to bank customers for resolution of complaints relating to certain services rendered by banks?
   (1) RBI  (2) Lokpal  (3) Lokayukta
   (4) Banking Tribunal  (5) Ombudsman.

10. MRMRS that was recently inducted in Indian Navy is a ?
    (1) Aircraft  (2) Missile  (3) Helicopter
    (4) Boat  (5) Multi Barrel Gun

11. The prestigious National Medal of Arts and Humanities was awarded by US President to?
    (1) Maqbul Huq  (2) Amartya Sen
    (3) Professor Jagdish Bhagwati  (4) Raghuram Rajan  (5) Ajit Singh

12. Which country has recently signed a Non aggression pact with South Sudan on 11 Feb 2012?
    (1) Uganda  (2) Kenya  (3) Congo
    (4) Sudan  (5) Ethiopia.

13. Which country has recently agreed to part payment in Indian currency for crude oil sale to India?
    (1) Iraq  (2) Iran  (3) Kuwait
    (4) Venezuela  (5) Kajhakisthan

14. Which among the following term is not used in Biology?
    (1) Respiration  (2) Digestion  (3) Dividend
    (4) Reproduction  (5) Metamorphasis.

15. Sauli Vainamo Niinisto is the 12th and current President of which country?
    (1) France  (2) Germany  (3) U.S.A.
    (4) Finland  (5) None of these

16. Second Green Revolution for North-Eastern states for which food crop?
    (1) Wheat  (2) Cereals  (3) Paddy
    (4) Millets  (5) Plantation Crops.

17. Which among the following is the electronic city of India?
    (1) Mysore  (2) Bangalore  (3) Chennai
    (4) Udaghamandalam  (5) Chandigarh

18. Which among the following news paper/Magazine is not published in India?
    (1) Asian Age  (2) Business Standard  (3) Deccan Herald
    (4) South Zone  (5) Financial Express
19. Which among the following terms in associated with the game of Cricket?
   (1) Smash  (2) Free throw, (3) Penalty stroke
   (4) Break shot  (5) Leg Bye

20. Who constitutional cancelled the 122, 2G spectrum licenses granted by former telecom minister A.Raja on the ground that they were issued in a "totally arbitrary and unconstitutional" manner?
   (1) Supreme Court of India  (2) High Court of Delhi
   (3) Union Cabinet  (4) Prime Minister  (5) President of India

21. World Water Day is celebrated every year on?
   (1) 4th March  (2) 27th March  (3) 21st March
   (4) 23th March  (5) 15th March

22. From that of the seller’s point of view, it is a tax only on the value added to a product, material, or service, from an accounting point of view?
   (1) Sales Tax  (2) Excise Duty  (3) Customs Duty
   (4) Value Added tax  (5) Income Tax

23. Which film was honoured at the 84th Academy Awards ceremony, presented by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAS), as the best film of 2011?
   (1) The Descendants  (2) Extremely loud and Incredibly close
   (3) The Artist  (4) The Help  (5) Midnight in Paris

24. Which among the following cups is not associated with the game of lawn tennis?
   (1) Devis cup  (2) Wight man cup  (3) Grandprix
   (4) Thomus cup  (5) Edgbaston cup

25. What does the word "S" stands for in SEBI?
   (1) Standard  (2) Share  (3) Securities
   (4) Schedule  (5) Services

26. Which city in India is famous for its carpets?
   (1) Ferozabad  (2) Hyderabad  (3) Tanjaore
   (4) Bhadohi  (5) Sikki

27. Who among the following is a famous International Cricketer who lead his country in test series against South Africa?
   (1) Rickey Ponting, Australia
   (2) Darren Sammy, West Indies
   (3) Kane Williamson, New Zealand
   (4) Mahela Jayawardhane, Srilanka  (5) None of these
28. Recently Secret Ballot and Vote for constitutional reforms was done in which among the following countries?
   (1) Libya        (2) Egypt        (3) Tunisia
   (4) Syria        (5) Iraq

29. Which scheme is launched by Govt of India to attract Children to schools and reduce Drop-outs?
   (1) Jeevan Ankur (2) Swabhiman     (3) Mid Day Meals
   (4) Suraksha     (5) Sarvasiksha Abhiyan

30. Which award was presented to Merly Streep in Oscar Awards 2012?
    (1) Best Director (2) Best Actor     (3) Best Actress
    (4) Best Supporting Actress (5) Best Original Song

31. Which among these terms is used in banking sector?
    (1) Pulse rate    (2) Repo Rate      (3) Birth Rate
    (4) Respiration rate (5) Metabolic Rate

32. Who was recently elected as the President of a country for the third time as he had successful completed his previous two terms?
    (1) Vladimir Putin  (2) Dmitry Medvedev  (3) Daniel Ortega
    (4) Lee Myung-bak  (5) Francois Hollande

33. Which country has agreed to suspend nuclear missile tests and uranium enrichment, and submit to international monitoring, in return for US food aid?
    (1) South Korea   (2) Iran          (3) India
    (4) North Korea   (5) Pakistan
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